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In the village of Azzio, the camellias 
cautiously give way to thick forests alive 
with wolves and wild boar. And for 
nearly two centuries, a different ruler. In 
1828, still in the shadow of Napoleon, 
two friars Pasquale and Antonio Masci -
oni set up their nephew Giacomo as an 
organ builder in what is now the church.  

Six generations on, Mascioni thrives 
in purpose-built workshops about a 
mile down the road from where it all 
began. It’s a place where tradition and 
progress effortlessly fuse. The company 
actually lives inside its source of silver 
spruce, pine and European oak, yet was 
one of the first to explore composites. 
Generations of craftsmen hail from 
local families, yet technologists and 
engineers flock from afar. Mascioni 

exports regularly to the Far East and 
across Europe, but here lies a curious 
irony. All the way until 2016, the Azzio 
church did not had an organ.  

At last, resources became available 
and the task was entrusted to Andrea 
Mascioni, the firm’s sixth-generation 
president, with consultant and recitalist 
Lorenzo Ghielmi of Milan who also 
helped fund the project. Faithfully, 
Mascioni’s mantra of tradition-with-
progress ruled again. An organ in its 
builders’ birthplace is more than just an 
organ. It’s a homecoming after nearly 
two centuries in the wide world. Thus, it 
might have been tempting to come all 
the way home to 1828, the era of Serassi, 
Callido, the spring chest and single-
manual ripieno. But Azzio is a busy, 

working, contemporary parish. Part of 
the organ’s remit is to move its musical 
life forward.  

That in mind, this instrument leans 
on traditions without going all the way. 
It sits behind the choir pews south of 
the altar as many did 200 years ago, and 
at first glance the casework takes you 
back still further. Based on a 17th 
Century Italian model and the church’s 
classical woodwork, its walnut base-
frame and panels literally come alive 
with roses carved by a local craftsman. 
We are, after all, in the Campo dei Fiori. 
The key cheeks and music desk are 
inlaid with walnut briar.  

While soundboards, winding and 
suspended action are reliably contem -
porary, the pipe scaling, progressions, 
pressures and even mouth heights were 
decided in the19th Century way; in the 
church, by trial and retrial.   

The result was a considered blend of 

Campo Dei Fiori 
 
Andrew Jolliffe

Italy’s Campo Dei Fiori is where God might choose to go on holiday. Subtly tucked 
between the Italian alps, Switzerland, the Great Lakes and Milan, it lives up to its 
name. The field of flowers. Here, nature has ruled since the dawn of time.     
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early Italian and German scales. Pre-
empting the purists amongst us, early 
19th Century builders often did the 
same. It was a time to experiment. The 
Grande Organo’s wide-scale ripieno 
(principale, ottava and mistura) and 
Sesquialtera are 1550’s Antagnati-style. 
And in contrast to the Positivo’s more 
northern 8’ and 4’ flutes, the Nazardo is 
narrow while the Ottava mimics the 
Grande Organo’s Principale.    

On the pedal are a narrow wooden 

16’ Subbasso and a full-length Trom -
bone, in many ways as sweet-sounding 
as each other. Hardly surprising though, 
given that the wind-pressure is a mere 
47mm. Along with low mouths and zero 
nicking, it’s one of the reasons why 
Italian organs effortlessly sing.  

In a few other gentle bows to history, 
the pitch is A=415 Hz, there is no CC# 
and the temperament unequal: four 
1/5-comma, two 1/10-comma and six 
pure fifths. Like the on-site scale and 

pressure trials, the organ was entirely 
voiced – including all preparation – in 
the church by Enrico Mascioni and 
Roberto Chinellato, as Pasquale and 
Antonio would have done back then. Yet 
its voices are already sampled and 
available online via Hauptwerk for the 
globe to play.  

All in the true spirit of a team of 
craftsmen with a love for tradition and 
an eye on the new. In a country 
determined to be beautiful.                   
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Two keyboards of 50 notes CC-d", no CC# 
Pedalboard of 26 notes CCC-d, no CCC# 

 
Manual I - Grande Organo 
1 Principale 8' 50 pipes (1-29 in 

façade) 
2 Ottava 4' 50    " 
3 Sesquialtera 2 file 89    " 
4 Mistura 3-4 file 2' 182  " 
5 Flauto 8' 44    "   
 
Manual II - Positivo 
6 Bordone 8' 50 pipes 
7 Flauto a cuspide 4’ 50    " 
8 Nazardo 2 2/3' 50    " 
9 Ottava 2' 50    " 

   
 
 
Pedale 
Subbasso 16' 26 pipes 
Trombone 16'  26    " 
 
Accessories 
Couplers:  I -P, II-P, II-I 
Tremolo

Specification
Specification Chiesa del Convento di Azzio (VA)


